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for the Holiday

Bringing together festive décor items for your 

holiday table can be as simple as putting 

together a collection of mismatched tableware 

pieces that hold sentimental value or gathering a 

color-themed array of plates, cups, and specialty 

items. This fall, we go beyond the traditional 

autumn colors and present tablescapes featuring 

various hues of pink, purple, coral, and seafoam 

green. Enjoy this unique take on Thanksgiving 

tablescape ideas...
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An Amethyst 
Celebration

Berries and tea lights 

accent the pink satin 

runner while purple 

vintage glasses steal 

the show. Crystal-type 

chargers are a standout, 

presenting purple and 

white plates topped 

with pink napkins. 

Gold utensils add 

to the drama of this 

tablescape. If you enjoy 

a vintage look, you may 

want to take a few ideas 

from this one!

GATHERING
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A Coral Holiday

Draped in pink, this tablescape brings together 

the brilliant colors of a sunset. Coral, gold, 

silver, and rose are the hues that make this 

holiday table come alive. A beautiful collection 

of fall flowers creates the perfect centerpiece 

as candlesticks and delicate berries adorn 

the table along with place cards snuggled 

into napkins. Silver chargers complement the 

coral plates and are topped with delicate 

white china. An elegant, colorful, and possibly 

romantic dinner for two could be just the right 

tablescape idea for that very special someone.

A Pastel Fall

A crisp white tablecloth becomes the stage for a 

collection of white pumpkins, paired with green and 

pink candles. Fresh greens are tucked in between 

the decor pieces that line the center of the table. 

White china is highlighted by sparkling gold utensils. 

Silk green sprigs top the plates. For a fresh and light 

tablescape, Pastel Fall may be the one you choose for 

this year’s holiday dinner.
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